Team of Veterans Expected To Show Up Well Saturday In Hangar Gym

By S. Preston Brown

All game plans made by the Tech shooting of Obie O'Brien.

In a game Hangar Gym, in a game which is ex-

pected to be not much more than a walkover, the Tech's basketball team when the
tennis coach, Coach McCarthy is expected to be-

at his tenth season as mentor of Tech-

nology's basketball team when the

n is the Tech to win the match.

McCarthy decided to try him as a run-

 ning, Failing adequate assurance,

f ten when the

team is not to buy a plane

he had endeavored to obtain the sup-

port of that body, but that its officers

ner or connects with the Society.

According to Mr. Garside, the ob-

举止 awkward, will sing several

songs and be shown to the students.

The Tech Show is back, as many

of the Institute Committee last the first game of a scheduled double-

The contest, which is due to

take place on the Junior and Senior boards and

of chorus girls were attached to at the Boston Arena, when it meets

Boston University's veteran sextet in

TANGLE WITH B. U.

By Richard L. Odiorne

The Techtonians To Play At Dance For Veteran's Day

The Techtonians To Play At Dance Wednesday night, as many of the Institute Com-

mittee last the first game of a scheduled double-
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of chorus girls were attached to at the Boston Arena, when it meets

Boston University's veteran sextet in
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Eighteen Thousand Five Hundred Specimens Now in Geology Museum

Extensive Collection Features Most Complete Gold Ore Aggregation

By Howard L. Mason

Curtain!

Professor Green's girl friend, the Tech Show, is on her way here. Our acquaintance is being subjected to much sightseeing and caution, in view of the difficulty of arranging it. Our familiar handling of it is not entirely warranted because present circumstances do not favor the success of any new ventures. The Tech Show did not go over the head of this young lady.

With this in mind, it seems that the Institute Committee has changed its mind and will have the benefit of the opinion of the Executive Board and the Committee. The Budget Committee will be unable to ratify the proposed price because of the adverse sentiment that is held by the Institute Committee. It is therefore futile, wasted energy, for the Prom Committee to castigate with their present plan.

Not the only festival

May be more than a few, fortunate seniors will secure the necessary financing to enter upon a year of graduate work following the end of their four-year struggle this June.

It will be a lot easier to register for that graduate work at M. I. T. than is usual. To have a wide choice of courses, hundreds of seniors have found in the past that the problem of which college to attend need not be undertaken. But, and it is a big but, no undergraduate of M. I. T. should let that be his final course. The large majority of the students in the United States overshadow the fact that we do not have a monopoly on the best men. Even in the field of Physics Harvard, University of Chicago, and Cal Tech are claiming the lion's share of the competition. After four years here, under one instructing staff, the student owes it to himself to go elsewhere, to be inspired by new men to study new topics. Many a fellow has found himself at a new point of view, and perhaps as important as anything, to learn to get along with the eccentricities and foibles of a different group, thus developing his personality.
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Three Members of Institute Staff

Disclose Facts About

M. L. T.

In the December T. E. N., on sale today, three featured five hundred copies of this article, each written by a specialist member of the staff of Technology.

Professor Edward L. Bowles, Ralph D. Brown, and Adele A. Bebring.

This issue of the engineering news monthly comes索尼 with an article by "Engineering and Economics," by Professor H. L. Belknap of Columbia University. Professor Belknap stresses the importance of augmenting a technical education with knowledge of a more general nature. He mentions specifically four lines to follow, the development of one's social belief, the necessity of understanding personal management, acquiring the basic principle of financial and vocational security, and the study of public utilities.

"Vitalized Education" Is Next Article

This issue also contains an article entitled "Vitalized Education," by former Bowles of Technology handles this article on the educational program for Professor Bennett, also of M. C. T., writes on the "Laboratory Shelf." The former group is the problem of the Institute of education. He advocates a unified organization of student clubs; he would have a student organization of this kind represent the interest of a student, be more or less "brazen" with ideas and fact and be not sitting on his thoughts.

Professor Bennett, speaking of the importance of a balanced education, said, "The best education is the first step in the future of a person. He then sketches an ideal laboratory, with the students participating in the conducted, energetic instructors. He advocates a unified schedule for each week, one that allows each student to pursue original lines of experimentation.

Professor Ashdown is Contributor

The last issue contained an article on the "Science of Chemical Engineering," by Professor Ashdown gives a history of chemical research here at Technology, and the changes in the Engr. Laboratory, which we hope for the future. He also mentions that research has been going on. He indicates that today the laboratory is helping the student in a new and more closely allied way. The dividing line between the two branches of science is nearly obliterated.

Of general interest to engineers is the science of Chemical Printing," by Mr. Richard D. Loomans, a metallurgist of note. Without going into the chemical details of the process, the author explains clearly the requirements which may be satisfied by a mixture of chromium plate. He outlines the success of the design on the sieve is to be plotted, and the less the severe features that determine the choice of sheet or other metal. The chief should be used for different purposes.

T. C. A. BOYS' WORK

BRANCH NOW ACTING

The Boys’ Work Department of the T. C. A. Boys’ Work branch is now acting. The first game of the season comes a week from tonight. Students will be present on time. The Barnsley bunch will be present on time. The Barnsley bunch.

HOOPMEN OPPOSE NAVAL

Friday night the freshman basketball team will meet the Navy. The first game of the season comes a week from tonight. Students will be present on time. The Barnsley bunch will be present on time. The Barnsley bunch.

LAST GAME: FIFTH A

The game will be played in the Memorial Field. The game will be played in the Memorial Field.

CROSTON & CARR CO.

72 SUMNER STREET, BOSTON

SUIT OR TOPCOAT

$35

TAYLORED TO YOUR MEASURE

Former Values $3.50 and $5.00

“THAT I. M. T.”

THIS WEEK

At The Nassau Inn

Thursday and Friday

December 1 and 2

**CALCUL**

**Wednesday, December 7, 1932.**

**THE TECH**

Gymnastics will tend to bring about a greater Walker Memorial.

"These men rave worked hard" Chemical Society.

"This meeting of the M. L. T. Chemical Society scheduled for Thursday has been postponed to December 15. A speaker will be present at this meeting and movies will be shown.

**INFIRMARY LIST**

- Stev Carpett, '36
- Kenneth Gold, '36
- William Keith, '33
- Richard Morris, '29
- Frank Stevens, '36
- Brookers Hospital
- Nina Comstock

Legal Complications prevent us from taking possession of our new quarters --- It Therefore Becomes Necessary That Our

**(REMOLDING SALE IS CONTINUED)**

You Benefit: because: this unexpected situation finds us unprepared to stock the large quantities of merchandise, arriving daily, which was intended for our new quarters. (Including merchandise purchased for Xmas gift business). The prices of these new goods have been brought down to the low price levels of our present stocks in order to effect rapid disposal and so avoid having the cash tied up. The opportunity to purchase at better prices is now coming as it does just before Xmas, when prices and profit-taking are usually at their peak. And, when there is actually a rising market trend on raw goods.
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